
August 2, 2020 – 18th Sunday of Ordinary Time 
 

 

                                                     
 

“In our moments of failure and discouragement, let us place our hope in the Lord 
Who remained ever faithful to the Will of God and had to suffer on the Cross by 

virtue of His obedience and fidelity!” 
(Is 55: 1-3, Rom 8:35-39 and Mt 14:13-21) 

 
1. Not to get disappointed or disheartened by “apparent” signs of failures or 

lack of success. 
 
Failure is something which we surely encounter very often in our lives. We fail to stand 
up to ours and others’ expectations in our personal lives. We fail to answer to the needs 
and demands of our family or community lives. We fail to respond to the challenges and 
duties of our responsibilities in our societal lives. Failure creates clouds of 
hopelessness. Failure develops into pangs of anxieties. But every Failure can also be 
the Gateway to Venture into a Fresh Framework of Opportunities. 
 
The background of today’s Gospel is a very disturbing one: the beheading of John the 
Baptist. The Voice which heralded the coming of the Savior and the Voice which had 
provided hope had been brutally silenced. Jesus, on hearing this news, withdrew to a 
lonely place. 
 
The inhuman murder of His Cousin and His companion in the Works of the Kingdom 
was a Moment of Great Pain to the Lord and perhaps, even a Great Setback to Him. 
The disappointment was apparently looming large. The Mission hereafter was not going 
to be easy. Failure was knocking at the doors. But every Failure can also be the 
Gateway to Venture into a Fresh Framework of Opportunities. Though filled with pain 
and sorrow and grief Jesus continues His ministry of preaching the Kingdom of God. 

To heal loss/sorrows by serving 
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And thus, we see our Blessed Lord multiplying the loaves and feeding the crowds (Mt 
14: 15-21). 
 
The Evil King Herod had feasted on the vices of self-pleasure and wickedness. The 
Good King Jesus would make a feast on the virtues of compassion and self-giving. The 
Evil King Herod spread a party of filthiness, trudging on the death of an innocent man. 
The Good King Jesus would host a party of God’s Mercy and Tenderness, inviting to 
eternal life. 
 
Jesus failed to get bogged down by failures. He failed to be immersed in a sea of let-
downs and disappointments. He instead, made His Compassionate and God-trusting 
Heart to shine through the clouds of darkness. Jesus also taught His Disciples not to get 
disappointed or disheartened by “apparent” signs of failures or lack of success. 
 
When Jesus asked His disciples to provide food for the hungry crowd, the disciples 
said: “Five loaves and two fish are all we have here” (Mt 14:17). The disciples were 
expressing their possibility of ‘facing a failure’. “We have no resources, Lord!”. "All that 
we have is just not good enough to be successful!" But the Lord – Who had refused to 
be bogged down by failure – now teaches the Disciples to also imitate Him - not being 
disappointed with possibilities of failures instead, entrusting whatever we are and 
however we are, to the Bountiful Care of the Father. Not getting discouraged by 
situations of lack of success instead, giving praise to the Lord at all times, knowing that 
He works wonders and miracles – in His Time, In His Way. 
 
The same resources which signified nothingness – five loaves and two fish: were now 
transformed by the Lord as food for thousands and were now symbols of God’s power 
and providence. 
 
You and I…. Are we facing failures at this moment? Is our spiritual life going 
downhill? Are we lost in society- facing rejections and encountering 
disappointments in all areas of our life?  Do we feel that FAILURE becomes part 
and parcel of our existence? 
  
Fear not - Give up not hope. Let us hold on to the Lord, the same Lord who was “face-
to-face with failure” after the brutal murder of His Cousin and the same Lord who 
worked a miracle for his disciples who were “face-to-face with failure” in ministry. 
Through Prophet Isaiah, the Lord reminds us: “Why do you spend your money for that 
which is not bread, and your labor for that which does not satisfy? Hearken diligently to 
me, and eat what is good, and delight yourselves in fatness. Incline your ear, and come 
to me; hear, that your soul may live; and I will make with you an everlasting covenant, 
my steadfast, sure love for David.” (Is 55:2-3). 
 
Our modern world, makes it easy, for us, to “feel” that we are a failure. But Jesus shows 
that there can be a HIGHER way of understanding “Success”. Success is being faithful 
to do God's works: however, little they be – in the time & place, God wishes. Success is 
persevering, to hold on to God’s Will: however painful they be – in the manner, God 



wishes. Success is resolute to being truthful to God’s Ways: however hard they be – in 
the way, God wishes. Am I today being surrounded by a hazy atmosphere of failures 
and disappointments? Look up to the Lord for inspiration. The Lord Who remained ever 
faithful to the Will of God and the Lord Who had to suffer on the Cross by virtue of His 
obedience and fidelity! He shows what is true success. He shows what is real 
achievement. 
 
Yes, Faithfulness is more vital than success. Authenticity is more needed than victory. 
Let us be convinced, just as St Paul tells us: “Who shall separate us from the love of 
Christ? For I am sure that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor things 
present, nor things to come, nor powers, height, nor depth, nor anything else in all 
creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord.” 
(Rom 8:35, 38-39) 
 

2. To heal our losses and carry our burdens is by reaching out in service to 

others. 

An important aspect of the miracle of the loaves and the fishes is its connection to the 

events of Jesus’ life. Matthew provides that connection for us at the beginning of today’s 

gospel. He says, “When Jesus heard of the death of John the Baptist, he withdrew in a 

boat to a deserted place by himself.” 

Now Jesus’ relationship to John the Baptist was a deep one. John was an inspiration 

and a model for Jesus’ own ministry. So, when Jesus heard of the violent murder of 

John by King Herod, it was a deep blow. Jesus decided to withdraw to a deserted place 

to grieve his loss. This reaction by Jesus shows his true humanity, but it also stands for 

all the times in our lives when we have to absorb a deep loss or carry a heavy burden. It 

could be, as it was for Jesus, the loss of someone in death. But it could also be a 

fractured relationship because of divorce or misunderstanding, the consequence of a 

disastrous decision made by ourselves or someone we love, or a turn in our own health 

that reduces our abilities and leads to fear. When such blows and burdens come to us, 

we want to be alone. We need time to heal. Like Jesus, we desire to withdraw to a place 

by ourselves. 

But the gospel goes on from here. Although Jesus wanted to be alone, the crowds 

followed him on foot. Although he desired time to heal, the needs of others were great. 

They wanted to be cured. They wanted to be fed. So when Jesus disembarks from the 

boat, he sees a vast crowd. He would have every right to say, “Are you kidding me? 

Don’t these people know what I am dealing with? I need time by myself to grieve my 

loss.” Yet Jesus did not exercise the right that was his. Instead, he was moved with pity. 

He cured their sick and fed them with the loaves and the fishes. 

Jesus reacted in this way because he was committed to his ministry. But also, on a 

deeply human level, Jesus understood that sometimes the best way to heal our losses 

and carry our burdens is by reaching out in service to others. When life strikes us with a 

blow, we have every right to withdraw and lick our wounds. But that consolation has a 



time limit. If we withdraw for too long, our solace can become isolation and our comfort 

can become unhealthy. But when we reach out and share our gifts with others, we not 

only help them but we also learn that despite our loss we still have something to 

contribute, we still have a future. So if you are grieving, if you are hurting, if you feel 

empty and unloved, depressed, or alone, you can withdraw and reflect. But be quick to 

reach out. Ask yourself, "What can I give?" There is a real power in helping another 

person, and that power can raise us above our losses and our burdens.  

Even though he was dealing with the loss of John the Baptist, Jesus fed thousands in 

the wilderness. Our willingness to reach out of our pain to help others might not be as 

grand a gesture as Jesus’. But it is still true compassion for our neighbor and healing for 

us. And that, in its own way, is a miracle. 

Let us pray: 
 
Lord Jesus, we ask that you heal our broken hearts and crushed spirits of the 
disappointments, failures, and losses we face every day. Remove the heaviness within 
our hearts and give us the strength to forgive. Help us to release the past and continue 
moving forward. Give us the power to look beyond the disappointments/failures/loss of 
now and remind us that everything happens for a reason. Remind us that You will make 
all things work together for our good. Help us to remember that You always have great 
things in store for us. Lord, help us to be still and remember that you are God. 
 
Jesus, I Trust In You 
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